Introduction
The magnetic field distribution at the earth's surface present an important temporal variation, named secular variation (SV). The secular variation is one of the important characteristics of the geomagnetism, and the extraordinary rapidity of the phenomenon, at geological scale time, allow to suppose that their origin should be a manifestation of fluid motion in the outer core of the earth (HONKURA and MATSUSHIMA, 1988) .
Several attempts have been made to estimate near the core, surface motion from magnetic field data (GIRE et al., 1984; LE MOUËL et al., 1985; VOORHIES, 1986) , but the sources of this mechanism are still partially unknown.
In central Atlantic, the secular variation of vertical Z component (and so inclination I component) of geomagnetic field is particularly important. There are here the most intense cell of SV (dZ(t)=-210 nT/year), like a "magnetic hurricane" (CAIN, 1969) , which affect strongly the west African and Brasilian magnetic field. This cell, westward drifting, according to general trend of the drift of the geomagnetic field, carry away the magnetic equator (or dip equator), locus at the earth surface where the Z vertical component is zero. This westward drift is a little understood phenomenon whose nature and extend is debated.
In this paper, we study in West Africa the drift speed of the equator since the beginning of century. We study the differences between the observed and IGRFcomputed equator in the recent past. We compare so the magnetic drift in West Africa and Brasil.
Data
The data, recorded at the Mbour observatory (Senegal) proceed from several magnetic surveys in West Africa. About 1913, the Carnegie Institution of Washington measured magnetic elements (declination D, inclination I and total field F ) along the West African coast and the Niger and Senegal rivers (BAUER and FLEMING, 1915) . These stations have been reoccupied, more. or less, since about 1926 by this same institution (FISH, 1927) . Then the Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-mer (ORSTOM) undertook between 1952 and 1958 a general magnetic land survey with nearly 400 stations (RECHENMANN and REMIOT, 1962) . Later several new measurement have been made by ORSTOM, chiefly around the years 1963 (RECHENMANN, 1967 (RECHENMANN, ), 1968 (RECHENMANN, and 1974 . One is able also to quote several profiles carried out in the sea by the U. S . NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE (1965 (VASSAL and VILLENEUVE, 1987) .
Regional Field and Dip Equator
In this paper, we use only the vertical magnetic component Z as directly measured or deduced from inclination I and total F or horizontal H component (Z=F sin I or Z= H tan I ) .
Data are reduced to the nearest epoch following: 1913.0, 1926.0, 1950.0, 1960.0, 1970.0, 1986.0 (VASSAL, 1987) , studying secular variation at 24 repeat stations where measurement were repeated more than twice between 1950 and 1986, we have shown that, for a short time interval, the both IGRF and data secular variation are quite similar. The time interval for reduction do not reach more than a few years, and the induced incertitude stays small (<20 nT). The magnitude of root mean square (rms) differences between observed and computed values are small. It may thus be concluded that the computed regional Z field provide a good fit for determination of Z values in this geografic area.
For each epoch, Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the measurements sites and the geographic position of magnetic equator land track as computed from regional model. To estimate validity of this numeric determination, we compare with IGRF computed equator: For each longitude degree on studded field we compute the difference between latitudinal position of the dip equators as defined by both regional model and IGRF model at epochs 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1986 . We obtain differences and rms following: Epoch 1950 1960 1970 1986 0 1913, 1926, 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1986. We cannot conduce this computation for 1913 and 1926 because there are no global
We can see that, from 1950 to 1986, the IGRF equator is situed more southward model available.
than regional equator, but the distance between both IGRF and regional approximately smaller than 20 km. This result allow us to think that for the dip geographic position as computed above is acceptable.
Discussion
The most prominent features of these results is the relative regularity and the importance of northward movement.
Since 1913, the displacement of the dip-equator is very important. The velocity of this drift is varying in respect of the longitude and epoch, as showed Fig. 2 . Along the 15" West we find a northward slipping of 8.65" (about 960 km) between 1913 and 1986, with average velocity of O. 12" /year (1 3 km/ year). At O" longitude, we observe a movement of 3.83" (0.05"lyear or 6 kmlyear) and only 1.23" (0.02"/year or 2 km/year) at 10" East.
This drifting is not regular according to epoch and is varying in accordance of the general secular acceleration. For example, it seems to be faster between 1970 and 1980 (O.ll"/year at 15" West) than from 1950 to 1960 (0.07"/year), corresponding with the change in acceleration of the SV field observed after 1969, that is to say the 1969 jerk.
We can compare together these African results with the dip drift as o South American area. So, for example in Brasil (BARRETO, 1987) , along movement Northward of dip-equator is about 7.8" 4866 km) between (0.14"lyear) and 4.0" between 1960 and 1985 (0.16"/year) . Along So, there are a strong likeness symmetri"l1y on the both side of displacement is weaker, with 1.4" between 19610 and 1985 (0.06"/year) . 
Conclusion
The studies of land survey magnetic data allow to follow with good accuracy the real displacement of equator, but further theoretical and observational studies are needed to explain the different contributions, like straight of SV, drift of general magnetic field or most local cell, to this phenomenon.
